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1 Introduction
Interstellar turbulence [17] is believed to play an important role regulating star for-
mation [31] in molecular clouds [20]. However, our understanding of large-scale
energy cycle in the interstellar medium (ISM) of disk-like galaxies remains incom-
plete. In particular, it is unclear how the energy injected in the ISM by stellar feed-
back and gravitational instabilities at scales comparable to the disk scale height
h cascades to larger and smaller scales, shaping the structure and global stability
of interstellar clouds. The phenomenology of such split energy cascade in quasi-
two-dimensional turbulent thin layers of incompressible fluid has been discussed
in [5, 34]. While the feasibility of inverse energy transfer in the galactic context
has attracted some attention [17, 7], compressibility effects have never been stud-
ied quantitatively in sufficient detail. An important observational signature of the
inverse energy cascade that can be verified numerically is the scaling of the column
density spectrum, which exhibits a break at ∼ h−1 in a number of nearby disk-like
galaxies observed face-on [14, 15, 4, 11, 41, 16]. Using numerical simulations of
two-dimensional (2D) compressible turbulence, we recently demonstrated that the
inverse cascade is truncated at turbulent Mach numbers approaching unity, when
vortices get destabilized due to acoustic emission [19]. The acoustic vortex instabil-
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ity [22, 8, 23, 35] ultimately provides for a direct acoustic energy cascade, closing
the energy flux loop above the injection scale [19].
In this communication we further detail energy transfer across scales in 2D, using
numerical simulations of forced isothermal turbulence in a so-called dual-cascade
setting. A high-order accurate low-dissipation numerical method provides enough
scale separation to resolve both large- and small-scale 2D cascades on a 16,3842
grid. Energy transfer is analyzed in spectral space using our new formalism for
compressible turbulence developed in [2] and generalized to magnetohydrodynam-
ics in [3].
2 Numerics
We carried out implicit large eddy simulations (ILES) of compressible turbulence
in a square periodic domain L×L covered with a uniform Cartesian grid of N×N
points. The system is governed by the compressible Euler equations
∂tρ+∇ · (ρu) = 0, (1)
∂t(ρu)+∇·(ρuu+ pI) = f , (2)
∂tE +∇ · [(E + p)u] = u · f , (3)
where ρ is the density, u – velocity, p – pressure, and E = ρ(u2/2+ e) – total
energy density, I= {δi j}2i, j=1 – identity matrix. A solenoidal, white-in-time random
external force per unit mass a = f /ρ is applied at an intermediate pumping scale
λ f = 2pi/k f . The system is closed by an ideal gas equation of state p = (γ − 1)ρe
with the ratio of specific heats set very close to unity, γ ≡ cp/cv = 1.001, e.g., [27].
The dimensionless units are chosen so that the box size L = 1, the mean density
ρ0 = 1, and the speed of sound cs,0 = 1. The rate of kinetic energy injection by
the forcing is relatively small, ε f ∈ [0.001,0.01], as substantially higher rates would
inhibit the inverse cascade with most of the added energy dissipated in shocks right
at the injection scale. The force correlation time is ∼ 104 times shorter than the
characteristic vortex turn-over time at λ f , τ f = ρ
1/3
0 λ
2/3
f ε
−1/3
f . In this formulation,
each case is fully defined by three input parameters (N,ε f ,λ f ), see Table I.
While we computed about a dozen different cases, here we shall focus only on the
two highest resolution weakly forced cases A and B. Case A was evolved through
tend = 450 box-crossing times τ = L/cs,0 with the piecewise parabolic method [10],
reaching the turbulent Mach number M ≈ 0.54. We distinguish the following evolu-
tionary stages: (i) a quasi-incompressible regime with linear total energy growth
at a rate E ≡ ∫ E dx ∼ 0.92ε f t at t ∈ [0,50] and Mach numbers M ∈ [0,0.25],
(ii) a weakly compressible turbulence regime with shocklets at t ∈ [50,158] and
M ∈ [0.25,0.3], with E ∝ 0.35ε f t, (iii) an energy condensation event at t ≈ 158,
marking a fully developed inverse energy cascade, followed by (iv) further growth
of the condensate at t ∈ [158,380] still with E ∝ 0.35ε f t, and (v) energy saturation
at t ∈ [380,450] and M ∼ 0.54 [19].
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Table 1 Simulations and parameters
Case N λ f ε f tstart tcnd tsat tend Mend
A 8192 0.012 0.001 0 158 390 450 0.52
B 16 384 0.006 0.001 124 — — 180 0.34
Case B was restarted from case A at t = 124 after doubling the inverse cascade
range by combining 4 identical boxes into one larger square box covered with a
16,3842 grid. We then evolved case B for 26 box-crossing times to get rid of all
transients associated with the restart and to further develop the inverse cascade in
the new enlarged domain. Finally, we evolved the case for ∆ t = 30τ at M ∼ 0.33
and collected 600 data snapshots at t ∈ [150,180] to study turbulence statistics. For
this simulation, we used a more accurate method described below, which allowed us
to double the spectral bandwidth in the inertial range of the direct enstrophy cascade
(i.e. below the energy injection scale). Hence, we essentially doubled the extent of
inertial ranges for both incompressible cascades compared to case A.
To evolve case B, we used a variable high-order 3D solver developed for prob-
lems involving turbulence with strong shocks and density variations at flow speeds
that range from nearly incompressible to hypersonic [24, 39] and implemented in the
ADPDIS3D code. Our production runs used an optimal subset of numerical meth-
ods, which includes: (i) 8th-order-accurate central spatial base scheme that employs
a split form of the inviscid flux derivative for better numerical stability [13]; (ii)
non-linear Ducros et al. sensor [12] to filter the solution and provide extra dissi-
pation where needed, using a dissipative portion of the 7th-order WENO scheme
and limiting the use of numerical dissipation away from discontinuities with a con-
trol parameter, distinguishing shocks from vortical flow types; and (iii) 4th-order
Runge-Kutta time integration.
3 Results
Time-averaged velocity power spectra for case B are shown in Fig. 1. The spectrum
is defined by P(u,k) ≡ ∫ |û(κ )|2δ (k− |κ |)dκ , where û(k) denotes the Fourier
transform of the velocity u(x) and δ (k) is the Dirac delta function. Averaging over
a short period of time ∆ t = 30τ at t > 150 is justified because at ε f = 0.001 the
energy growth E(t) ∝ 0.33ε f t is slow and only affects the tip of the spectrum at the
lowest wave numbers, while the rest of the spectrum remains statistically stationary.
As can be seen in Fig. 1, the spectral slopes deviate from classical predictions for
incompressible turbulence in two dimensions [25, 26].
With a well-resolved stochastic forcing, we obtain P(u,k)∝ k−2 at k< k f instead
of P(u,k)∝ k−5/3. The same scaling was measured at similar Mach numbers in case
A, just before the energy condensation occurred [19]. At k > k f , where one would
normally expect to see P(u,k) ∝ k−3, the spectrum does not show any clear power-
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Fig. 1 Power spectra of
the velocity u (red) and its
solenoidal us (green) and
dilatational ud (purple) com-
ponents. The solenoidal com-
ponent dominates at large
scales, k . k f , while the di-
latational one dominates at
small scales, k k f , resulting
in a ‘bottleneck’ in the veloc-
ity spectrum, see the inset for
k3-compensated small-scale
spectra.
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law scaling range, even though the numerical method used in case B is sufficiently
accurate to resolve an inertial range.
To discuss the origin of these deviations in compressible turbulence, we use
Helmholtz decomposition u = us+ud , separating solenoidal us and dilatational ud
velocity components. The decomposed spectra P(us,k) and P(ud ,k) are also shown
in Fig. 1. The solenoidal component us clearly dominates over the dilatational one
at all wave numbers, except for k & 5k f . A local peak in P(us,k) at k f is associated
with the forcing, while P(ud ,k) does not show any feature at k f because the external
acceleration a f = f /ρ is divergence-free.
To detail the velocity scaling further, we show spectra of the vorticity ω ≡ ∇×
u = ∇× us and dilatation θ ≡ ∇ · u = ∇ · ud in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. Above
the injection scale, at k/k f ∈ [0.03,0.3], the vorticity spectrum is flat P(ω ,k) ∝ k0,
corresponding to P(us,k) ∝ k−2. There is a slight deep in the spectrum just above
the injection scale at k/k f ∈ [0.3,1], where a small fraction of pumped up solenoidal
kinetic energy is being converted into acoustic energy.
Fig. 2 Vorticity power spec-
trum is essentially flat at k <
k f , P(ω,k) ∝ k0, consistent
with P(us,k)∝ k−2. At k> k f ,
the spectrum closely fol-
lows Kraichnan’s prediction
P(ω,k) ∝ k−1[ln(k/k f )]−1/3
[26], see compensated spec-
trum in the inset.
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Fig. 3 Power spectrum of the
velocity divergence θ ≡ ∇ ·u.
At large scales P(θ ,k) ∝ k1/5,
while at k > k f the spec-
trum scales approximately
as P(θ ,k) ∝ k0, reflecting
P(ud ,k) = k−2P(θ ,k) ∝ k−2,
see the inset.
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At k> k f , the vorticity spectrum is steeper than k−1 and hence P(us,k) is steeper
than k−3, as can also be seen in the inset of Fig. 1. The logarithmic correction
[ln(k/k f )]−1/3, however, is sufficient to have a compensated spectrum approxi-
mately flat for about a decade in k (see inset in Fig. 2). The solenoidal velocity
spectrum, thus, closely follows Kraichnan’s prediction [26] for the direct enstro-
phy cascade in incompressible 2D turbulence, i.e. P(us,k) ∝ k−3[ln(k/k f )]−1/3 at
k > k f . It is worth noting that smooth flows in ideal 2D compressible hydrodynam-
ics conserve the potential vorticity ω/ρ of any streamline, but when compressibility
is small, the enstrophy cascade persists, much as in the incompressible case [19].
At the same time, the spectrum of solenoidal velocity P(us,k) ∝ k−2 is substan-
tially steeper than k−5/3 at k < k f . Similar spectral slopes were previously seen in
2D simulations of incompressible turbulence with stochastic forcing in which the
forcing scale λ f is sufficiently well resolved and large-scale friction is not included
[37]. The steep spectra were associated with the emergence of coherent vortices,
which usually coexist with the inverse energy cascade in 2D [9]. The vortices do not
form if λ f is unresolved; they also may get destabilized if a stationary external force
is used [32] or if the order of hypodissipation is small enough [6]. The presence
of coherent vortices is reflected in the strongly non-Gaussian shape of single-point
vorticity PDF (see Fig. 4 and Ref. [37]). Moreover, scaling exponents ζp of the trans-
verse solenoidal velocity structure functions |∆u⊥s (`)|p ∝ `ζp also show anomalies
with ζp > p/3 at p < 3 and saturate at ζp ≈ 1 for order p ∈ [3,6] due to the pres-
ence of vortices [38], cf. [6]. Overall, the emerging population of vortices appears
to substantially control the dynamics of 2D turbulence in our cases A and B.
Let us now consider the spectrum of dilatation (Fig. 3), which has a small positive
slope P(θ ,k) ∝ k0.2 at k < k f and then flattens to P(θ ,k) ∝ k0 at k > k f . The dilata-
tional velocity spectrum at small scales P(ud ,k)∝ k−2 is consistent with theoretical
prediction for the potential velocity component in acoustic turbulence by Kadomt-
sev and Petviashvili [21]. Indeed, at small Mach numbers, the direct acoustic energy
and enstrophy cascades proceed independently of each other at k & k f .
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Fig. 4 The vorticity PDF
is strongly non-Gaussian,
reflecting the presence of
coherent vortices. Vorticity
ω is normalized by its rms
fluctuations σ .
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At k < k f , we observe a slightly more shallow spectrum of dilatational velocity
P(ud ,k) ∝ k−1.8. Due to dispersion of acoustic waves on large-scale coherent vor-
tices, the slope is expected to lie approximately half-way between −2 (the case of
purely potential velocity [21]) and−11/7≈−1.57 (as suggested for 2D in Ref. [18]
based on arguments similar to those advanced for 3D acoustic turbulence by Za-
kharov and Sagdeev [40], see also [33, 28, 29, 30]).
Besides the velocity spectra, it is worth inspecting the spectral densities of kinetic
and potential energy, K(k) = P(ρu,u;k)/2 and U(k) = P(ρ,e;k)/2+U0δ (k)/2,
respectively (here U0 ≡
∫
ρedx). Indeed, the total energy E =
∫ ∞
0 E(k)dk = K +
U =
∫ ∞
0 [K(k) +U(k)]dk is an ideal invariant of the isothermal system. Follow-
ing Ref. [2], we define the spectral densities as cospectra P(a,b;k) ≡ ∫ [â(κ ) ·
b̂
∗
(κ ) + â∗(κ ) · b̂(κ )]δ (k− |κ |)dκ/2, with a = ρu, b = u in case of the kinetic
energy and a = ρ , b = e for the potential energy. While these generic definitions
are valid for arbitrary degree of compressibility, in the Mach number regimes re-
alized in case B, the kinetic energy spectra can be reasonably well approximated
Fig. 5 Total E(k) (red), ki-
netic K(k) (green), and po-
tential U(k) (brown) spectral
energy densities. Also shown
is the dilatational component
Kd(k) (purple) of the kinetic
energy in detailed equipar-
tition with the potential one
Kd(k)≈U(k) at k & k f .
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Fig. 6 Net Π(k) (red), kinetic
ΠK(k) (green), and potential
ΠU (k) (brown) spectral en-
ergy fluxes normalized by the
kinetic energy injection rate
ε f . Note that the total energy
E(t) is not statistically station-
ary and continues to grow at a
rate of approximately 0.33ε f
within the time-averaging in-
terval t ∈ [150,180].
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by K(k) ≈ ρ0P(u,k)/2 at all resolved wave numbers. Likewise, the kinetic energy
spectral density can be approximately decomposed into solenoidal and dilatational
parts K(k)≈Ks(k)+Kd(k), where Ks(k) = ρ0P(us,k)/2 and Kd(k) = ρ0P(ud ,k)/2.
Figure 5 shows the relevant spectral energy densities: total E(k), kinetic K(k),
potentialU(k), and dilatational kinetic Kd(k). Overall, these look similar to the cor-
responding velocity spectra, except for U(k), which is new. One can clearly see the
detailed acoustic energy equipartition U(k) ≈ Kd(k) at k & k f [36, 2]. However, at
large scales, the presence of coherent vortices breaks this equipartition, as pseudo-
sound component of U(k) associated with the vortices makes the potential energy
exceed Kd(k) at k < k f . The inset in Fig. 5 details the pseudo-sound contribution
U(k)−Kd(k) shown in black, which scales approximately as k−3. This scaling can
be readily derived, assuming that centrifugal force is balanced by the pressure gradi-
ent in coherent vortices and P(u,k) ∝ k−2. We thus see a large-scale excess of U(k)
as another (purely compressible) signature of the presence of coherent vortices in
the inertial range of inverse energy cascade.
Finally, spectral energy fluxes computed using the formalism developed in Ref. [2]
are shown in Fig. 6. The kinetic ΠK(k) (green) and potential ΠU (k) (brown) energy
fluxes form a flux loop at k < k f , as solenoidal kinetic energy inversely cascades to
large scales, where it gets converted into acoustic energy, and then directly cascades
to small scales [19]. The net total energy flux Π(k) = ΠK(k)+ΠU (k) (red) is split
in two roughly equal parts: one cascading inversely to feed the continuing energy
growth of the system, and another cascading directly to rid the system of the exces-
sive acoustic noise. In the mean time, shock dissipation actively drains the kinetic
energy of the isothermal system across scales. It is worth noting that the kinetic and
potential components of the net flux are comparable, while the kinetic-to-potential
energy ratio generally oscillates around 10%. Thus, even small compressibility can
alter or even reverse the energy transfer across scales. Another remark due here is on
the notion of ‘kinetic energy cascade’ sometimes used in compressible turbulence,
even though K is not an invariant of the dynamics, e.g., [1]. Our 2D case provides a
curious counterexample, as the solenoidal and dilatational components of the kinetic
energy cascade in opposite directions at k < k f .
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4 Summary
We presented results of high-resolution numerical simulations of compressible 2D
turbulence forced at intermediate spatial scales with a solenoidal white-in-time
external acceleration. We studied in detail a case with an isothermal equation of
state, low energy injection rate, and turbulent Mach number M ≈ 0.34 without en-
ergy condensate. Our analysis of energy spectra and fluxes shows that the classical
dual-cascade picture familiar from the incompressible case is substantially modified
by compressibility effects. While the small-scale direct enstrophy cascade remains
largely intact, a large-scale energy flux loop forms with the direct acoustic energy
cascade compensating for the inverse transfer of solenoidal kinetic energy. At small
scales, the direct enstrophy and acoustic energy cascades are fully decoupled at low
Mach numbers, and hence the corresponding spectral energy slopes comply with
theoretical predictions [26, 21], as expected. At large scales, dispersion of acoustic
waves on vortices softens the dilatational velocity spectrum [40, 33], while pseudo-
sound component of the potential energy associated with coherent vortices steepens
the potential energy spectrum.
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